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It wasn't long before the limited knowledge June had of the station's
geography was exhausted. Compounding this limitation was the fact that it
was almost totally wrecked and that where she thought some passageway
ought to be that might lead to an upper level, it proved to be blocked by
rubble.
The cold was intense, numbing. June started to shake, a fear
beginning to claw up inside her that they would never find their way out from
the rising waters. Only a short time before, they had managed to reach a
slightly higher level than the platform and had been above the water level,
soon it had started to lap around their feet again and the way back was cut
off. They would not be able to try any other possible exit.
The tunnel in which they were, was blocked by a slab of fallen
concrete. David was trying to shift it aside with his bare hands while she
directed the light of one of the torches. Darren crouched against the wall
hardly conscious that he was sitting in a gathering pool of water.
"Is it going to be worth the effort, David? There might be a dozen more
pieces like that beyond it."
David paused.
"I think we're running out of alternatives - unless you want to swim
underwater from one air pocket to the next. Look behind you."
She looked over Darren's head and could see that the lower level of
the tunnel was nearly filled.
"I can't be sure, David - this might be a dead end."
He didn't answer, instead he resumed prizing the wedged stone. He
thought it was getting looser but it might have been his imagination. He
intensified his efforts, calling on muscles he didn't know he had. Something
gave and the slab shifted, throwing him off balance. He slid feet first down the
slimy steps they had climbed from the platform level, towards the black well
the passage had become. June steadied him, fortunately he was able to
secure himself against the wall, she didn't have the strength to hold him.
The torch dropped away back to the drowned platform level. It was a
major loss but they were too tired and cold to care - they still had the two
lanterns retrieved from the body of the middle aged man. If they were
trapped, they would not have to wait for the rising waters to overtake them in
the dark.
It was a concentrated effort of will that David had to apply, to make his
body start moving again. It would have been good just to sit and wait, to give
up the impossible struggle to win free of the shattered passages. He crawled
up the steps to where the slab had blocked the way. It had fallen inward,
away from the trio, who would have been swept away by its passing had it
come in their direction. The hole it had left was not very wide. He wriggled
into it and prayed that he would not dislodge anything that might pin him or
crush him. He held one of the two remaining lanterns ahead of him and tried
to direct its light up the passage beyond the fallen section. He carefully eased
back.
"I think we've bought some time - if we can get through. It looks as if
the stairs are clear for another twenty feet and then the passage takes a turn
- beyond that, your guess is as good as mine."



It was a very tight squeeze to negotiate the crack David had cleared
between the fallen roof members. For June and Darren it was comparatively
easy but David became wedged and felt panic surge up in him when he
realised that he could neither go forward nor back. It took precious time to
ease him though and before he was clear, panting with the exertion, on the
upper side of the blockage the water had already risen to cover his feet.
There was no doubt that the rate of rise was accelerating as lower parts of
the system were filled. Soon they would be the lowest part of the system and
if there was no way out ahead of them, they were finished.
June refused to believe it, from somewhere a surge of faith such as
she had never experienced during the time when
it could have been put to greater use, caused her to believe
‹blindly that there was going to be a way through and that the flood was not
going to overwhelm them. If David's supposition was correct and they were
not classified as part of the Remnant of the Seed but rather that they were a
portion of the Woman Clothed with the Sun, then they could expect to be
pursued by a flood but there would be a way of escape - the earth would
open and help them.
They negotiated the remaining stairs that had been revealed by the
lantern. They had to pick their way carefully for there was a great deal of
debris from a wide rift in the roof. At the end of the stairs was a small landing
and beyond that another flight of stairs which seemed reasonably clear.
THE DRAGON'S TIME
"I don't know what this passage was for," David panted. "Unless it was
some sort of emergency exit from the platforms - "
"In which case there ought to be other entrances from other levels."
"How many levels did this station have?"
"Three I think - it was a junction for three lines - the bottom one was
the one that ran down into the city and then beyond to the industrial strip. The
middle one ran under the river to the southside suburbs. The top one ran
through the hills to the northern beaches."
David grunted with pain as he grazed against a jagged stone displaced
from the tunnel wall.
"It sounds as if the top level might be the only one for us. The southern
suburbs are out - the river would have come in through the roof - perhaps
that's where all the water's been coming from. The city and the factory area
would be completely destroyed. It looks as if the line to the beaches might be
the only way."
"It doesn't stay underground for very long once the line's gone through
the hills - it runs along the coast at ground level, except for where it goes
through short tunnels."
They climbed the stairs in silence for a while.
"It's getting warmer - "
David stopped.
"The top level would be just below the surface - I wouldn't like to guess
what it's like out there - it could be that we're beginning to feel radiant heat
from the buildings that are burning. Do you realise, we haven't seen another
door or junction leading on to this passage?"
"It's still climbing - "
"Yes, but to where - I don't particularly want to put my nose out into a
radiation soup - and then, how do we know that they've finished with throwing
hydrogen bombs at the city?"



"We can't stay down here, David!"
"We can't expose ourselves to a lethal dose of radiation either!"
"We have no food - "
"This is shelter - maybe we can find some food - like we did the
lanterns.”
"From out of the hands of corpses?"
"I wouldn't care where it came from if I was starving!"
The passage took another turn and they were confronted with a heavy
fall from the roof. The small amount of light they could get from the lantern,
revealed that there had been a major shift in the rock strata through which the
tunnel was bored. It looked as if a monstrous hand had thrust down into the
earth and had compressed the rock on one side, so that it had to move,
taking with it the tunnel and what lay beyond.
"Can we get through, David?"
"I think so - but what worries me is that it's still unstable, look at how
it's shifting slightly. If that gives way whilst we are trying to get through - it
could be very nasty - "
Ever the expert with the understatement, June reflected. She drew
Darren to her, the boy was very quiet, uncharacteristically quiet.
"It'll be all right, Darren - David will get us out of here."
Her cousin had ripped of the sodden, mangled remains of his shirt,
which was proving more of a chilly hindrance than a protection.
"Thanks for the vote of confidence!"
"Will dad be on the other side?"
It was David who answered.
"We can't be sure Darren - I guess there would have to be any number
of ways of getting out of this place. Most stations have a lot of entrances. He
was probably washed along a little way and he'd be finding one of the other
exits."
June was glad it sounded plausible - if unlikely. It seemed to satisfy
the boy. She had almost forgotten Bob and she certainly didn't feel any grief
that he had quite probably drowned in the torrent. On the other hand, she
wasn't glad either, just strangely neutral. Her own desire for preservation took
preference. A determination that they would get out of the way of the rising
water and at the same time, escape the radiation unleashed on the surface.
Beyond that, she couldn't think. A permanent refuge, where they could wait
out the three and a half years until the Kingdom of Peace was established,
was beyond her ability to imagine. Everything depended on whether they
were classified as part of the Woman, or whether they were part of the
Remnant.
David was wrestling with the stones blocking the passage. The shift in
the surrounding rock had almost sheered the passage into two, displacing the
further portion by fully three quarters of its width. Jammed in the remaining
quarter width, was the stones and rock that had been displaced. They were
not large but wedged, with a small opening at the top that showed that there
was still a way through, if it could be enlarged to take them.
There was no doubt that the atmosphere was growing warmer, David
was bathed in perspiration as he struggled to wriggle the rubble free. The
danger had changed from that of being drowned to being exposed to
whatever was creating the rising temperature and the possibility that the air
supply was running out. It was a grim thought that they might eventually find
themselves confronted with fused rock that had cooled from its molten state



after the atomic blasts. David fought down the fear that they might find all
their efforts fruitless after all and that they would end up slumped against a
wall of rock, waiting for the air to become to poisoned for them to breath.
Quite suddenly, he found himself longing for someone to take over the
responsibility for them all. In the congregation there had always been
someone else. Arnold Taylor had shouldered most of the decision making.
Carl and Greg Jones had absorbed the remaining responsibilities. John
Prentice and Harold Prior had been senior to him in years and in the tenancy
of the deacon ministry. He had been very much the new boy, the one who
had been called along to assist in the visiting and in testifying. It had been a
well ordered environment and not one where he had been expected to
exercise a great deal of initiative. He had thought that he had taken it
seriously enough but being left behind had shown that it had lacked
something.
He paused for breath and wiped his forehead on his bare arm.
Responsibilities had now been thrust upon him in full measure. June and
Darren relied upon him, upon his physical strength to shift the impeding
rocks. He discovered something that made him redouble his efforts - the air
was sweeter on the other side of the barrier. His face was close to the small
opening at the top of the pile and there was a gentle current of air seeping
through.
"Darren, give me a hand - "
The boy was nearly thirteen, not a baby - he could do something too,
instead of looking pathetic.
"Shift some of the small stuff at the bottom of the pile, it might loosen
things up here."
The boy came forward without a word and grubbed around in the
darkness at the base of the rock fall.
"I can't point the light at both of you."
"Then use the other one, we have two!"
David couldn't keep the exasperation out of his voice. The other
lantern flickered on. He knew that it was a calculated risk and that once the
batteries were spent, there would be little chance of substituting others.
Whether it was a justified risk or not, depended on what they would find on
the other side of the barrier.
The two scratched around in silence for some minutes, before David
gave a grunt of satisfaction.
"Now we're getting somewhere!"
He slithered down to the base of the pile and joined the boy, between
them they scooped the smaller stones away between their legs, sending a
trickle past June and down the stairs they had climbed.
"Watch yourselves!"
The larger rocks began to tumble from close to the ceiling. A dust
cloud rose that caused them to choke, they waited for it to settle. David
surveyed his troops.
"Well done Darren - June. We 're a filthy looking trio but I think we're
about ready to meet whoever might be waiting on the other side."
"Waiting!"
David nodded.
"I think I heard voices - "
"It's Dad!"
David put his arm across the boy's shoulders.



"It might not be, Darren - I think you have to accept the fact that your
dad might be some way away from us - "
"Or dead - "
David's grip tightened. He answered softly.
"Maybe - but maybe not - We'll just have to see."
June said nothing, even the prospect of meeting Bob again couldn't
raise any emotion. She was more curious to see who might be waiting for the
Woman on the other side of the barrier. She refused to accept that she was
part of the Remnant.
David and Darren were more careful in taking down some of the
remaining stones, there was still a deal of work to be done before the hole
was wide enough to allow them to crawl through. David advanced cautiously,
firstly because he didn't want any surprises and secondly, the absence of any
covering to the upper part of his body, created a few tender moments when
he came into contact with the rough stones.
He felt a ridiculous disappointment when he discovered no reception
committee awaiting him on the other side. It was a continuation of the
passage they had used earlier, it was unlit, as might be expected and it was
completely empty. He had been sure that he had heard voices and yet it
could have been the air circulating through crannies in the fallen masonry, or
the distant shifting of rocks as more of the system collapsed. Darren and
June joined him.
"Where's the people you said would be here?"
"Perhaps they're making sure we aren't trouble makers, Darren."
"We're not trouble makers, we only want to survive."
"You know that and I know that but do they?"
June started walking along the passage without a word. David sighed,
it would have been good to take a rest after all the exertions. He trailed along
last, at least someone else was leading the way for a change. They came
upon the hidden group quite suddenly, after rounding a corner and entering a
shattered ticket sales hall. They were huddled against one wall and looked
scared out of their wits.
June stopped dead and waited for her two companions to bump into
her, there was a moment of slight confusion. The two groups eyed each
other, keeping very still. Eventually, when it was clear that there were no
more following the trio, someone rose from shelter of one of the shattered
ticket vendor machines. The voice was very soft.
"We thought we were the only ones left - the good book once said that
men would become so rare, that upon one meeting another, they would call
out 'brother'. So, I call out to you - brothers and sister!"
For one disoriented moment, June thought they had stumbled upon
another group of Apostolics - the illusion was only momentary.
"The good Lord surely has preserved us all in these terrible and
unexpected times. Who could have imagined that man would have been so
stupidly callous to inflict such suffering upon his fellow man?"
June held the lantern higher as the group rose to their feet to join the
spokesman - correction, spokeswoman. The speaker was a woman, elderly,
plump, with a deep voice that could have been mistaken for a man's. This
was no coherent group, rather a gathering of diverse people who had sought
the shelter of the station. There were women and children, family groups and
singles. They were leaderless, simply thrown together by the fearsome
circumstances.



"Are we the only ones?"
"We have been searching where we could reach and helped some
who were trapped - we are not sure whether there are others - it is possible,
after all, you came from somewhere where we didn't expect there to be
survivors. Tell
me, my dear, have you seen others?"
June hesitated, for some reason she thought the question sounded
loaded, as if this charming, plump, kindly figure was fishing for information
rather than expressing loving solicitation. She answered quickly, before
David had the chance to be charmingly frank.
"There are others on the lower levels but we became separated from
them. My husband is behind us somewhere."
The woman looked at her steadily, it was hard to say whether the news
pleased her or not.
"So, this young man isn't your husband?"
June twisted the truth, not knowing why - it was true enough in the
spiritual sense.
"He's my brother and this is my son. I am June, he is David and this is
Darren."
The woman smiled.
"I can't introduce all these, we are too many - but I am Martha - I don't
suppose last names matter much anymore, do they?"
June shook her head and forced a smile. A lot was hidden behind
Martha's smile and it was politic to keep their own counsel. Some of the
others came forward and spoke their names in a dull sort of way, as if such
trivia wasn't important in comparison to the disaster that had befallen them.
After a while and when Martha had moved away some distance, David took
June's arm and propelled her to one side.
"What was that charade all about," he hissed.
June twisted her arm free.
"Don't ever grip me like that again, David - I don't need reminding of
Bob, that was one of his favourite holds!"
"Sorry!"
She stared into his grimy face.
"I don't trust Martha - watch her and watch your tongue. Remember,
when the Dragon is finished with the Woman, he takes his stand by the sea
shore and does battle with the Remnant - Just who are we, David? Woman or
Remnant?"
The deacon didn't have a chance to answer, the opportunity was lost
as the group surged around them again. June tried a quick count, there was
well over a hundred of them. Most had been sheltering in the vicinity of the
ticket hall or in the adjoining passages. For some reason, there appeared to
be less damage in that part of the station. Close by them, was the remnant of
one of the rail system's maps, which was colour-coded to conform with the
colouring used to decorate the different levels of the multiple stations. In the
dim light of the lantern, it became clear that they were on the yellow level and
that this coincided with the coding for the line that led to the northern
beaches. Martha spoke from behind her.
"Does that mean anything to you, my dear?"
June turned slowly and gazed into the eyes of the matronly woman.
Just for an instant, the genial warmth was missing and she stared into
something cold and calculating. In a moment, the warmth was switched back



again.
"Not very much, Martha," June confessed, trying to sound a little lost.
"I didn't use the rail system very much and I have very little idea about the
services. I suppose this doesn't help us much?"
She switched the challenge by pointing to the map. Martha acted the
lost old lady.
"Oh! no, my dear. I have no idea what all that means. When I use the
railway, I have to be led around by the hand!"
She moved away again, as if she was patrolling her troops and
watching for any signs of insubordination.
"I wonder what her game is, David?"
"Game - What game?" he protested. "I think you're getting paranoiac,
June."
June's gaze was withering.
"You still haven't come to the realisation that we're living on borrowed
time, have you? Do I have to quote scriptures to you? What does it say about
the Dragon handing over his authority to the Beast? Just where are we in that
time-table, David? I tell you this, we can't afford to take anyone’s
circumstances at face value. I don't trust our plump little Martha, she's up to
something - so behave as if you've grown up!"
In the half-light of the lantern, David's face flushed
crimson. He glared angrily at his cousin.
"Small wonder you couldn't get on with Bob, if that was the way you
talked to him!"
"So, now Bob is the charmer, is he? I tell you David, you were always
a spoiled, nasty little boy and you haven't changed a great deal. Being a
deacon didn't seem to do a great deal for you - "
"And being a sealed member of the New Apostolic faith didn't do you a
lot of good!" he snapped back angrily.
He turned on his heel and stalked off, every inch bristling offence.
June stared after him, biting her tongue for what had been said. She needed
his presence. Darren needed him. They had to keep a united front, no matter
what the circumstances. She made up her mind to swallow her pride and go
after him to apologise but she was forestalled by the soft, deep voice of
Martha.
"So, you are New Apostolic, my dear - I thought there was something
different about you - "
 


